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SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF NONUNIQUENESS FOR A

DUAL TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES

ROBERT B. KELMAN

Abstract. A simple nonzero solution is given for the classic homogeneous

dual trigonometric equation having the kernel {sin(n + 1/2)*}. The

solution's rate of growth is minimal.

Dual orthogonal series are closely connected with mixed boundary value

problems. In such applications the coefficients in the orthogonal function

expansions are not necessarily "small", since the functions they represent

possess singularities intrinsic to the physical phenomena being modelled. As a

result, uniqueness for dual expansions is of unusual practical as well as

mathematical importance, and, in fact, the first example of nonuniqueness

was given by Srivastav [3] in his studies of Griffith cracks. The known

examples of nonuniqueness are complicated [1], [3]. In this note an observa-

tion allows us to present a simple and rigorous nonzero solution of minimal

growth rate to the dual equation

lim     2
r-1-0   „_o

sin(n + l/2)x r" = 0,       0<x<c,     (1A)
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lim      2 \an sin(" + l/2)x]r" = 0,       c <x <ir. (\t>\
r=l-0    „=0 \lD>

Mathematically such examples are used in establishing sharp bounds on

growth rates for coefficients needed to insure uniqueness.

In [1] it was shown that an = 0 is the only solution to (1A, B) satisfying

í\an\=o(N^2). (2)
o

Here we shall show that bn = (n + l/2)Fn(cos c) is a solution to (1A, B)

where Pn is a Legendre polynomial. Note that S^lèJ = 0(N3/2), since

F„(cos c) = 0(n~l/2). Thus {b„} has minimal rate of growth.

We recall [2, p. 299] the Fourier expansion for the Lebesgue integrable

function on the left:

[2(cos x - cos c)l"l/2 = 2   ^n(cos c)exp{/(n + l/2)x),
n-0

0 < X < IT, X ^ c.      (3)
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Using the imaginary terms in (3) for x G [0, c) and the regularity of Abel

summation we get (1A). Now use the real terms in (3) for x G (c, tr].

Applying Fatou's theorem [4, p. 99] on the Abel summability of formally

differentiated Fourier series we obtain (IB).
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